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ABSTRACT
Advances in microscopy technologies and techniques are driving
development of an integrated cyberinfrastructure to manage the
vast amounts of image data being generated. To address this need, a
team of neuroscientists and cyberinfrastructure engineers has inte-
grated mass storage, networking, and high-performance computing
components to create the Brain Image Library (BIL). BIL serves the
neuroscience community by providing a persistent repository for
the massive amounts of data being generated (multi-petabyte scale)
and by offering brain researchers supercomputing-class process-
ing and visualization capabilities for working with high-resolution
brain image datasets.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Bioinformatics; • Information sys-
tems→ Storage area networks; Network attached storage;Digital
libraries and archives; Computing platforms.
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1 BRAIN IMAGE LIBRARY (BIL) PROJECT
INTRODUCTION

Advancements in the field of microscopy have pushed the bound-
aries of what was once thought possible. Fluorescent microscope
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systems such as very fast resonant scanning confocal (ribbon scan-
ning), multiphoton, and fluorescence micro-optical sectioning to-
mography (fMOST) are all capable of generating very large multi-
terabyte whole mouse brain data sets. These technologies and tech-
niques allow researchers to probe with greater specificity of obser-
vation and increased sensitivity in both resolution and frequency
illuminating cellular level detail that was previously not possible -
at a cost of increased data storage. These whole brain datasets pose
a model problem for data archiving, access, and analysis: they are
large; they are highly structured; they possess much information
that may be useful beyond initial analyses (e.g. by other investiga-
tors, with distinct questions); multiple specimens must be analyzed
for each experiment; they can be interrogated at many levels of
complexity: elucidating properties of single synapses, single cells,
brain regions, or the whole brain; diverse datasets can be rapidly
generated with a range of different cell-types using readily avail-
able genetic resources (e.g. the library of Cre-driver mice used in
neuroscience); and importantly, no single “average” value is going
to capture the data represented within the collection. Finally, the
archival library (composed of image collections showing connec-
tivity between many distinct cell types and across many individ-
uals) has significantly greater value than the individual images
as a resource for understanding principles of neural connectivity
across brain regions, circuit architectures, developmental stages
and individual variations. Providing such a collection of datasets is
non-trivial. It is not unusual for individual mouse datasets to exceed
10TB of storage and full-brain marmoset datasets to exceed 800TB.
Due to limitations of data storage, individual labs frequently must
decide the value of data immediately after collection, and allow
discretionary deletion regardless of the reuse value of the dataset to
the general scientific community. Furthermore, acquiring terabyte
data sets from remote sources for reuse is generally infeasible for
individual labs due to barriers such as the amount of local storage
required, the amount of data that must be transferred, limitations of
the bandwidth and the computational power required to harmonize
the datasets to a uniform analysis standard.

The Brain Image Library (BIL)[6] is a National Institutes of
Health funded public resource that is solving this challenging
problem by creating a collection of high-resolution high-quality
brain microscopy datasets. BIL provides access to those datasets
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along with high performance computing and visualization services.
These storage and compute resources, which are located and man-
aged at Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC), enable BRAIN
researchers to deposit, analyze, mine, share and interact with large
brain image datasets. BIL encompasses the deposition of datasets,
the integration of datasets into a searchable web-accessible system,
the redistribution of datasets, and a computational enclave to allow
researchers to process datasets in-place and share restricted and
pre-release datasets.

2 DATASETS AND METADATA
BIL is the designated repository to accept and make microscopy
data publically available for the BRAIN Initiative[16]. BIL currently
contains over 1000 whole brain mouse datasets, including high-
resolution volumetric microscopy data from the Brain Initiative
Cell Census Network[2]. Datasets from a wide variety of experi-
mental study purposes including connectivity, cell counting, cell
morphology, expression characterization and others are held in
the collection. The technologies used to create the datasets include
serial two-photon tomography (STPT), fluorescence micro-optical
sectioning tomography (fMOST), oblique light-sheet tomography
(OLST) and others. The typical whole-brain image datasets that
the library receives are slicewise multi-channel image data. A cat-
egorization of the data included in the current BIL data release is
shown in Figures 1 and 2.

BIL receives the majority of its original data in the TIFF[1] or
JPEG 2000[12] formats, but can receive data in any microscope
format that can be converted by bioformats[13] into TIFF format.
Higher level data (e.g. reconstruction of axons and dendrites) is
accepted in the swc format[7]. Researchers can choose to download
BIL data via anonymous ftp or interact with the data in-place on
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Figure 1: Modalities of datasets included in the current BIL
release

high performance computing and visualization resources dedicated
to the BIL project or offered on PSC’s Bridges[17] supercomputer.
BIL collects several fields of descriptive metadata alongside the sub-
mittedmicroscopy images. Metadata fields include type of organism,
its taxonomy identification number, transgenic line information,
imagingmethod/technique/modality, and other key fields. Metadata
is provided to BIL both through an ingestion portal and through
template metadata spreadsheets.

3 BIL ARCHITECTURE
A primary architectural goal of BIL is to offer high-capacity, scal-
able storage infrastructure to house an ever-growing collection of
image datasets. Thus, the overall architecture is oriented around a
robust set of storage servers. Offering computational resources to
locally operate on these datasets is another important consideration.
We couple our available computation resources to the storage by
a high-speed network. Figure 3 presents an overview of the BIL
architecture, and includes resources available within the coupled
Bridges supercomputer.
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Figure 2: Techniques used to generate datasets included in
the current BIL release. The colors are keyed to the modali-
ties in Figure 1.
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between the two systems so that the /bil filesystem is directly mounted on the Bridges login and compute nodes.
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While using the “Cloud” for storage might seem an attractive
alternative to managing the storage hardware in-house, recur-
ring costs become substantial for a multi-PB repository. While
the advertised storage costs of $0.0125/GB/month for Amazon S3TM
infrequent-access storage[3] appear low at first glance, this would
scale to $25,000/month for 2PB, the current total size of files stored
in the primary BIL filesystem. The other disadvantage of cloud stor-
age is the Internet bandwidth costs and retrieval fees for accessing
stored datasets. Downloads of 100TB/month from Amazon S3TM
infrequent-access storage would cost an additional $8000/month
($1000 retrieval fee + $7000 Internet transfer fee). BIL currently has
a 20Gb/s link to the Bridges supercomputer at PSC for operating on
large datasets, and will soon have a 200Gb/s link to the upcoming
Bridges-2 supercomputer. This allows for much faster access than
would be realistic for the Cloud, and at almost no retrieval cost.

3.1 Storage
A primary goal in the BIL project is to create a scalable filesystem
with a target capacity of 10PB or larger by 2022. Since there was
already extensive experience with the Lustre[14] filesystem at PSC,
we wanted an architecture well-suited to supporting a filesystem
of that type. For individual Lustre Object Storage Targets (OSTs)
we used ZFS[5][25] with six drives in each zpool in a RAID-Z2
configuration. Thus, it would be possible to tolerate the failure of
two drives and still not lose any files. Additionally, we arranged
each server (running an Object Storage Server (OSS)) in a pairwise
configuration with another server so that the individual disks in any
zpool were distributed over 4 chassis, and thus the filesystem could
continue operation even with the complete loss of a chassis. This
configuration is illustrated in Figure 4. Each server can potentially
access all the drives in its partner’s zpools over the SAS3 links,
and so it would be possible to run both OSS’s on a single server
should one server fail. As of the writing of this paper, we have not
experienced any server failures, so have not had to fall back on this
capability.

We initially started with two Supermicro® 5049P-E1CTR36L
servers and two Supermicro® 847E1C-R1K28JBOD JBODs. These
have 160 3.5in disk slots. We use 120 of these for 20 OSTs, each
consisting of six 10TB Seagate® ST10000NM0016 drives. We now
have a total of eight servers and eight JBODs, with the most recent
pair of servers and JBODs having 16TB disk drives. Our current
effective filesystem capacity is ~2.7PB with roughly 85% utilization,
though we have many idle disks (>3PB raw) in reserve that can
be quickly added into new OSTs to increase effective capacity to
>4PB. Spinning up drives roughly a month before they are actually
needed increases their longevity and reduces power consumption.

One decision we made early on was to have a single very large
primary filesystem rather than multiple smaller filesystems. The
reason is that it is easier to manage a single filesystem, and it
allows large collections of data to be moved via Linux “mv” from
one location to another (e.g. from the location of file ingest to the
publicly-accessible file distribution area) virtually instantaneously.

For running VMs on the BIL local compute nodes we needed a
filesystem to hold the OS images. The access patterns for this are
quite different than for doing I/O on datasets, and we wanted to
select a filesystem type that had been well-tested with our choice

Figure 4: SAS Connections Among a Pair of Storage Nodes
and JBODs

of VM software, oVirt (see below). We decided to set up a GlusterFS
instance to support that need. Lustre and GlusterFS are both parallel
filesystems so increasing the number of storage nodes will increase
performance. In light of this, we overlaid a GlusterFS filesystem
onto the set of server nodes that support Lustre, after confirming
that these packages could coexist without interference on a single
node, and that a single node could accommodate the CPU/memory
requirements of both filesystems. In order to tolerate loss of a single
server, we created a distributed replicated volume with replica 3
redundancy. Currently we use six slots holding 1TB SSDs on each
of the storage nodes for the GlusterFS filesystem.

3.2 Backup and Tape Import
We chose LTO-7 tape (9TB capacity when written on LTO-8 drives)
as a medium both for making archival backups of the primary BIL
filesystem and for bulk exchange of data with other sites. The advan-
tages to tape are its lower cost (~$7/TB) compared to disk (~$24/TB),
zero power consumption during storage, and longer projected stor-
age life. We have two Spectra Logic Spectra® Stack libraries, one
located with the majority of the BIL equipment in our datacenter
and one in the PSC office building for ease of dealing with tapes
for export/import to and from other sites. In particular we have
recently been receiving large fMOST datasets from Huazhong Uni-
versity of Science and Technology in China on LTO-7 tapes, which
has proved more convenient than dealing with 6-12TB disks, their
former transport medium. The tapes’ lighter weight in comparison
with disks has also reduced shipping costs.

Archival backup tapes of all validated BIL data collections are
written and stored at a secondary location to provide for data
recovery. Backups and tape management are implemented with
BETSOL®’s Amanda Enterprise (AE). Several factors led to the se-
lection of AE: it is open source software; backups are written in
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standard GNU tar format and can be restored without the AE soft-
ware if necessary; it scales to meet the expected archive needs of
BIL; AE has native support for the Spectra Logic tape library; and
the software license with phone support was within the budget
constraints of the project.

3.3 Computation and Visualization Resources
The BIL filesystem is mounted on PSC’s Bridges supercomputer,
which provides significant computational ability to process data in-
place. These computing resources comprise nodes with 12 terabytes
of memory, GPU nodes with NVIDIA® Tesla® K80, P100, and V100
GPUs as well as an NVIDIA® DGX-2TM to support high-bandwidth
multi-GPU applications.

In addition, BIL has several servers dedicated to performing com-
putations on datasets. Some are for internal use only (e.g. dataset
validation and metadata harvesting), and include an HPE ProLiant®
DL580 large-memory server with 1TB RAM and four 16-core Intel®
Xeon® E7-8860 CPUs, and a cluster composed of 11 Supermicro®

1U 1042G-TF servers with 512MB RAM and four 16-core AMD
OpteronTM 6376 CPUs each. Others are for remote BIL users to do
processing locally. We wanted to avoid duplication of resources
available on Bridges, and one capability that was not present on
Bridges was the ability to do high-quality remote visualization.
So, these nodes are focused on providing remote users with the
resources to run interactive graphical programs on high-end (V100)
GPUs, sufficient memory to accommodate large datasets (typically
500GB), and high-speed access to the BIL filesystem. Figure 5 shows
an example session using Vaa3D[18–20] to view the morphology
of a neuron from marmoset prefrontal cortex.

Using VMs allows us to flexibly partition these resources and
insulate users from each other so that problems in one VM (e.g.
overflowing memory) do not impact the other VMs. While we
considered VMware and Citrix as a VM platform, we ended up
going with oVirt because of systems staff familiarity with it and Red
Hat®/CentOS products in general. For users needing high-quality
remote desktops with fast, smooth updating, we acquiredMechdyne
TGX[15] licenses. Mechdyne TGX uses the GPU to encode the video
streamwith low latency.We also support X2Go[23] remote desktops
(software encoding) for users who prefer clients of that type.

3.4 Data Transfer Infrastructure
3.4.1 Transfer Nodes (DTNs). A fundamental component of BIL is
the capability to efficiently support large file transfers with other
institutions. BIL’s data transfer infrastructure comprises two data
transfer nodes (DTNs) integrated with wide area (WAN) and lo-
cal area (LAN) network connections. The architecture is based on
the Energy Sciences Network Science DMZ[8] model. Having two
DTNs allows for load-sharing and redundancy to mitigate a single
server failure. Each DTN has a 10G externally-facingWAN interface
along with a 10G LAN interface, which provides connectivity to
the other BIL components.

3.4.2 Wide Area Network. BothWAN and LAN design choices have
significant impact on data throughput. The differences between
each collaborator’s WAN connectivity have presented challenges
to data transmission between sites. In the best case scenario, the re-
search university sites connect to Internet2’s national research and

Figure 5: Using Vaa3D[18–20] to examine a neuron’s mor-
phology as imaged in a 3-D stack. The upper window shows
a maximum intensity projection through the data slab. The
lower window shows a depiction of the neuron’s morphol-
ogy obtained by manually tracing the neuron’s processes
through the image stack.

education (R&E) network at speeds of 10Gbps or greater with mini-
mal traffic congestion. The Internet2 backbone itself is designed,
instrumented, and closely monitored to support high-performance
connectivity between sites. In contrast to the research university
environment, the independent research institutions tend to be con-
nected to the WAN at significantly lower data rates, e.g. 1Gbps via
a “commodity” Internet connection. With modern servers and lap-
tops connected at a minimum of 1Gbps, external data transfers by
a single user can readily consume an organization’s entire external
bandwidth. The problem is compounded as multiple labs within a
facility share a single 1Gbps external interface, resulting in serious
contention for the limited bandwidth available.

3.4.3 Local Area Network. BIL LAN connections are Ethernet-
based, with 40G interfaces to the compute nodes, two channel-
bonded 10G interfaces on each of the eight storage nodes, and 10G
interfaces on the DTNs, the tape server, and the remaining BIL hosts.
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A data-center-class 10G/40G Juniper switch provides the internal
interconnect for the BIL servers. A valuable lesson learned was that
switch buffer tuning can be a critical factor in LAN performance.
We discovered that the default Juniper switch configuration could
not adequately support BIL traffic when multiple servers were writ-
ing to a single server (e.g., six storage servers writing backups to the
one tape server). Reconfiguring the switch shared buffer settings
to optimize performance for LAN traffic successfully mitigated the
problem.

Since a Lustre filesystem can be run over InfiniBandTM and Intel®
Omni-Path networks, we also considered those options; however,
the support for these in VM contexts is much less developed (es-
pecially with oVirt), so we went with more well-tested Ethernet
infrastructure. The slightly lower latency of InfiniBandTM and Omni-
Path has little impact on the types of applications that BIL users run,
since these typically do not rely on fine-grained synchronization
across nodes.

3.4.4 Data Transfer Testing. To set realistic expectations for data
transfer speeds, the BIL network team used traceroute and iperf3,
commonly available network test tools, to check the path and the
maximum achievable data throughput between each site. Lessons
learned during this testing were: 1) the paths between sites were
not all as expected and the routing needed to be corrected; and 2)
sustained data transfer speeds from 1Gbps-connected sites to the
10G BIL DTNs at PSC ranged between 150-600Mbps, requiring days
to transfer multi-TB data collections. We are still investigating ways
to increase the data transfer rates for sites that are constrained by
1G commodity Internet connections.

3.4.5 BrainBall. Sites with limited Internet bandwidth and no LTO-
7/8 tape facilities have the option to load data onto a portable storage
device for shipment back to the BIL storage platform at PSC. These
“BrainBall” storage devices offer 30TB of usable storage capacity
in a 4x10TB RAID1 configuration, and, when augmented with an
alternate set of four disks, allow 60TB to be transferred in a single
shipment. BIL has also transferred processed datasets back to labs in
this fashion. Most of our collaborators have attached the BrainBalls
at their site via the USB3 interface. In practice, the transfer rate onto
and off the BrainBalls has been somewhat mediocre (~100MB/s), so
we limit their use to where Internet connections are substantially
slower than this.

3.5 Account Administration & Authentication
PSC’s NSF-funded, XSEDE-allocated[22] Bridges supercomputer
has direct access to the BIL Lustre filesystem. This facilitates broader
computational transformations and analyses using BIL data with
the extensive resources of the Bridges system. To streamline ac-
cess to both BIL and Bridges systems, new users are required to
provide their XSEDE User Portal username (creating one if they
do not already have one[24]), which BIL administrators validate
and then add to the XSEDE allocated project for BIL on the Bridges
system. Once added to the XSEDE project for BIL, the XSEDE ac-
counting infrastructure initiates account creation at PSC for the
new users on the Bridges system. PSC then adds these users also to
the BIL platform to enable data submission and access to BIL’s ded-
icated storage and computing resources. BIL users may then apply

independently for computing time and resources on the Bridges
supercomputer for their computational science projects. Startup
allocations may be reviewed and awarded immediately. Larger al-
location requests are reviewed quarterly by the XSEDE Resource
Allocations Committee[10].

BIL user accounts are maintained in PSC’s site-wide account
management systems, with authentication via LDAP and Kerberos.
BIL users accessing BIL and Bridges login and data transfer services
authenticate using their PSC username and password. Users may
also employ their XSEDE username, password and DUO credentials
to access Bridges systems directly, or to authenticate for Globus
GridFTP file transfer services to/from BIL and Bridges filesystems.
Users at InCommon-member institutions subscribing to InCommon
credential services may also employ their local institutional login
credentials via CILogon[4] to authenticate for Globus GridFTP file
transfer services. Published BIL datasets are available publicly for
download online without user authentication.

3.6 Web Access Portals
BIL maintains web access portals for project-specific purposes and
can host user-created access portals for researchers who want to
provide unique ways of accessing BIL data. A key feature of the
BIL architecture is that it is designed to host web portals in two
ways: through VMs on PSC’s Bridges system and through BIL VMs.
Bridges VMs are ideal for user-created portals and provide the flexi-
bility to take advantage of Bridges high-performance computational
resources. BIL VMs are useful for applications that require access
to GPU resources to serve image data.

4 FUTURE PLANS
In the near future, BIL plans to enhance the remote desktop en-
vironment, make BIL data available on PSC’s new Bridges-2 high
performance computing platform and implement several data us-
ability enhancements, including the accommodation of additional
data types, issuing DOIs for datasets, and integrating social media.

4.1 Remote Desktop Environment
Currently, we have statically created VMs for external users that
have expressed an interest in a graphical desktop environment with
high-speed access to BIL datasets. We are planning on moving to a
scheme that requires less manual intervention for each new user.
Thus, we are exploring the use of a connection broker for dynamic
VM assignment. This would also be able to reclaim resources that
are idle for long periods.

4.2 Bridges-2
PSC received an award from NSF in 2019 to develop and build
the Bridges-2 platform, a $10-million dollar system designed for
data and compute-intensive research, AI, and non-traditional HPC
communities. This system, expected to be deployed in the summer
of 2020 will replace the current Bridges system and provide for
significantly more computational power and ease of use over the
current Bridges system. When this system is deployed, it will in-
clude direct access to the BIL filesystem in a manner similar to the
current Bridges system.
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4.3 Data Enhancements
At present, we keep the datasets in the identical format and with the
same directory and file structure in which they were uploaded by
the generating lab. For example, some datasets consist of .tiff files
and others consist of .jp2 files. Whatever file naming conventions
were used by that lab are also visible to people looking through the
dataset directories, and these conventions can vary considerably
from lab to lab. We plan on offering ways for dataset consumers
to download datasets in a more customizable way, for instance, to
retrieve a 3-D volumetric dataset as a collection of LZW-compressed
.tiff images with sections numbered from 0000-1499, with the x,y,z
axes oriented in a standard way.

In the past month BIL has begun to receive data from other
imaging modalities including Spatial Transcriptomics and Patch-
Seq. We expect an increasing number of submissions of this type,
and will be developing better procedures for indexing and working
with these datasets. Of these datamodalities Spatial Transcriptomics
presents the larger challenge due to the increasing combination
of microscopes and rapidly developing methods available (such as
MERFISH[26] and seqFISH[21]).

The BIL project is working on providing all BIL datasets with
digital object identifiers (DOIs)[11] to enhance the FAIRness[9]
of BIL data, by providing a globally universal persistent identifier.
DOIs will provide additional advantages including allowing cleaner
citations of datasets in peer-reviewed papers and providing the
archive with the ability to use citation-tracking methods to measure
dataset citations and dataset engagement (such as twitter posts)
about the dataset.

Finally, we intend to integrate social media into the data release
process. Platforms such as Twitter provide an easy way to follow
and tag items as well as give information on the reach and activity
of access to the datasets. Twitter’s API gives developers helpful
information on traffic and clicks to the data provided through the
portal.
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